GHD Inventory control & accountability
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When this country’s largest Fire Department needed help with improving accountability and tracking of its inventory and equipment, who did it turn to? The answer is GHD. We’re working with FDNY to implement an Enterprise Asset Management System (EAMS) to provide the information FDNY needs to manage its many resources.

Whether your department has hundreds of fire houses and emergency medical stations or only a few, an Enterprise Asset Management System (EAMS) can improve the accuracy and accountability for tracking critical equipment and inventory across your entire department.

**Can you answer these questions with your existing inventory and asset tracking system?**

- How many items did we purchase with a specific grant and where are these equipment items today?
- How many equipment items were lost or stolen in the past year?
- What is the complete history for an equipment item and when was it last inspected or repaired?
- How many hose lengths are reaching their life cycle end date in the next two years?
- Where are the equipment items located that are being recalled by the manufacturer?
- What is the value of the items we issued and used during a recent incident for FEMA reporting?

To find out how we can help you answer these questions and more, contact:

**For further information, contact:**

[www.ghd.com/inventory](http://www.ghd.com/inventory)